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Abstract N oether's theor日1is巴xtendεdto a non-local field theory. As乱 model，a 
Schroeding巴rfi巴1cinteracting through a potential acting with a finite range is studied. It 
is shown that an inv乳rianceof a Lagrangi且nunder a continuol1s transformation do邑snot 
necessarily mεa11 a local conservation of the N oether's current becal1sεof al1 app記ranceof a1 
additional source du日tothe 1on-locality of the int日raction.Some examples are shown to 
explain the ex白ndedN oethor's theorem. 
L In uoductkm 
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A non-perturbative approach has attracted much intεrest in many branches OI fieJd 
theories1)-7l. 1n particular， local conservation laws for various physical quantities related 
to a transformation properties， known as the N oether's theoremヲplayimportant ro!e3，5.6l。
The theorem states that there exists a four.current j/l(X) (J.1ニ Oム2，3)associated with a 
continuous transformation of the field. It satisfies a continuity equation 
ヱδμ:}j.i =q (1-1) 
where x (ニ :¥1)， X1，ゐ，X3) is a set of space-time coordinates， and q is a source of the 
current. If an action integral for the field is kεpt invariant under the transformation the 
source vanishes identically， thus we have a local conservation law associated with the 
transformation. 
The proof for the theorem has been made thus far for a local field under a primary 
interest to apply to a relativistic fielc1 theory. However， innon-relativistic fields which are 
used to apply to condensed matter physics we are faced to a field described by a non-local 
Lagrangian with an interaction through a finite rangεpotential， e.g.， a coulomb potential 
between charged particles. 1n the non-local field the invariance of the action under a 
transformation dose not necessarily mean the local conservation of the related four-current 
because an additional nmトlocalsourcεappears. Therefore， itis wOfth wile to exam官1i加nethe 
validity of the N oethムer帽、 theor掲emand extend it to the non-local field theory， 
In the following， a general transformation formula for the nmトlocalfield is derived (s
2)， and some examples of the conserved and non-conserved quantities related with the 
special transformations are shown， In 94 discussions and conclusions are given. 
2. General formula for non園localfield 
Let us consider a (complex) field described by a Lagrangian density 
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L=工。十 Li~ (2-1) 
where Lo is a term bilinear in the field ψs and its complex conjugate ψs*収)(5二 1，2，…?
and Li is a nonlinear and norトlocalinteraction. T 0 be concrete， we are interested 
in a Schroedinger field described as (a sum over s isAnUnr.an 
ム=÷{ド δo仲)一(州市))仲)}
ト ヲ (2-2) 
and 





1S an propergating potentiaL The integral in is taken over an 
infinite volume. N ote that the Lagrangian depends explicitly on the space-time 
coordinates the external potential V (x) and the interaction VVC'-"!CHH 
let us consider local variations of the field and the coordinates as 
ψ(x)→ψ(刈=ψ 十郎ψ(札
μニエμトーθ ，
where f) is an infinitesimal parametec The variation 1S to be the 
linear combination of the field components and/or their derivatives. Because the field 
derivatives are involved in an action prindple leads to the Eular's of a 
form as 
aL aLo oW 2: ou -----，:-;----''------一一一一十 d4y-，一一一μμθμψ) ♂ψ ， 
Equation (2-8) 1S identical to the equation， 
泊o仲)==今戸i2ψ 十f内 U(x-川水(ゆω)ψ
where the sum over i istaken over the spatial components of the coordinat色白
(2ω8) 
(2-9) 
We consider a variation oS of the action due to the variation given Eqs.(2-6) and 
(2-7)， 
oSニJnd4x [λ {Lo 21'μず〆)
十! {W(1T'(〆)， ') x'， 
よ。 21，μψ ;x) 
J ψ(x)，ψ(y) ; x， y)}] 
~ fJ! nd匂δ (2-10) 
where n isan arbitrary space-time volumeヲ and] is the J acobian for the transformation 
Calculation of the r.h.s. of is done by a straightforward extension of a usual 
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procedure to prove the N oether's theorem for the local theory. It gives 
δん。s=θj U4X [一一一一付(x)δψ(x) 
トθf













up to the first order terms il1 the parameter 8. The 1ast term il1 the integrals in the r.hふ
of Eq.(2-11) emerged from the J acobian for the transformation by Eq.(2-7). The c1erivatives 
with respect to the field mean such that 
θ'Ln aLn 一一一←二一一一五一一一一二一 ets.δψ(x) S δ1.yAx) 
Using Eq.(2-8) and integrating partially we rewrite Eq.(2-1l) as 
os=θj nd4x [ヱδμ:}f1欣)
δW aw 
トj d4y {一一一_.OOψ(y)- ;;;..¥ o'u1.y(x)} ] ， θψ(y) - T V' a1砂(x)
where 
OOψ(x)= 1.y'(x) ψ(x) 
=付-::Eoxvavψ(x)， 
is a Lie derivative of the field， and 
aL 





The r.h.s. of Eq.(2-15) is formally same to the N oetherヲscurrent for the local theory7). 
Comparing Eq.(2-10) and Eq.(2-13) and considering an arbitrariness of the volume u of 
the integration， we arrive at the continuity equation as Eq.(l-l)， the source of the current 




qnl(X)=j d4y {一一←-c:-O01.y(x)一一一一一一δ。ψ(y)}， θψ(x) θψ(y) 
(2-16) 
(2匂17)
is a source due to the norトlocalinteraction. N ote that the r.h.s. of Eq.(2-17) vanishes， and 
the results reduces to the formula known in the local case， ifa local instantaneous potential 
U(x-y) = Uo4(x-y)， (2-18) 
is consic1ered. 1n the local case the invariance of the action under the transformation leads 
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to the local conservation law with source. ロthenon-local case the 
invariance does not necessari1y mean the local conservation of the current. 
speaking， this failure of the local consεrvation is related to the fact that the 
in thε r.fふ of involves a flow caused by a force exerted a field at 
a distance. As shown in the next section the transformation can be c1assified into two 
classes with rεspect to this view namelyヲ accordingto whether the trans:formation 
induces the force an environmental field at a distance or 10t. The first dass is the locally 
conservingヲandthe second is the locally non-conserving. 
In of the fact above mentioned， itshould be noted that the integrated 
O-th component of the current， 
λ=1 ん
remains to be a con附stan川I此tof rfl.巴1οtio叩ni迂fthe官 a叫ct討io凹niおs抑nva訂n匂ヨa叫瓜 under the児tε三t廿rar四nsばfo但rma抗tiぬ01i加n 
the non子叫-localcase just as in the local case 。
3， ""-"''''''~jf'"''''' 




The Lie derivative is given 
In this case the non-local source and the 
~ (2-3) has an internal symmetry with respect to a 
(3-1) 
(3-2) 











as is well known as a conservation law of a number. 
If an electromagnetic field is applied to a charged field the space白timederivatives in 




'¥Ivhere U and Ai are scalar and vector potentials for the electromagnetic field. The 
phase transformation modifies the spatial component of the N oether's current Eq。
as 
J;ニム {仲 -zι山山与h弘Aんz刈)坤ψzmz ι 
+i~A;) 1Ý *(x) (3-6) 
It is easy to show that a gauge invariance of the theory requirεs that 
んニ δ'L/θ(eU)，
(3悶7)
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ん=cδ'L/δ(eAi)'
Equation (3-7) gives in fact Eqs.(3-3) and (3-6). 
2) Translation in space 




which leads to the N oether's current 
Toj(x)=一(i/2){ψ*(x)θJψ(x)一(めψぺx))ψ(x)， 






where a conventional tensor notation is used. TOj is known as a momentum density and Tij 
as a stress tensor of the field. 
It is noted that the current given by Eqs.(3-10) and (3-1) does not conserve locally 
because the non-local source in the present case 
qnl(x)=(1/2)J d4yU(x-y) {ψ *(y) δ~(ψ *(x)ψ(x) )ψ(y) 
一ψ本(x)δパψ*(y)ψ(y))ψ(x)} ， (3-12) 
does not vanish if the potential acts with a finite range. The spatial translation induces a 
work exerted by a field at a distance to the field at a point under consideration， which gives 
rise to the source for the momentum flow. 
3) Translation in tirne 
A translation in time 
t→t'ニ t-8，
induces a field variation 
OOψ(x)=δ。ψ(x).








where H(x) is the Hamiltonian density of the field. Equation (3・15)shows that the 
generator of the time displacement is given by the total Hamiltonian H = J d3xH (x)， as
it should be. As the example 2) the non-local source does not vanish and is given by 
Qnl(x)=(1/2)J d4yU(xヅ){ψ*(x)δIoY(ψ*(y)ψ(y) )ψ(x) 
-ψ*(y)δ。(ψ*(x)ψ(x))ψ(y). (3・17)
4) Spatial rotation 
According to a transformation property for a spatial rotation the fields are classified 
into a scalar， spinor， vector and so on. For concreteness， we consider a spinor field with two 
components α(α= 1，2). For an infinitesimal rotation -θabout an axis in a direction n the 
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and the Lie derivative 1S given by 
(3-18) 
aoψα =-I "i，nk {ん6αβ+(Sk)αβ}ψβ(X)， (3-19) 
βh 
where lSijk is the Levi-Civita's tensor， sk is a component of a spin angular momentum ， and 
ι二一(i/2) ーあ (3-20) 
り
is a component of an orbital momentum operator. The N oether's current 1S a set 
of a total amwlar冒 momentumand its flow as， 
ニ(1/2)ヱn"[玄 (ψαψα(x)一 Vα)ψα(x)} 
+~ψααβψβ 
αβ 









It is frequently useful to consider separately the part of Eqs.(3回21)and (3-2). 
Provided the intεraction is inγariant undεr the rotation in the spin space， the part of 
the current is conserved by itself図 Inthis case the non-local source vanishes as in 
theεxample 1)。
5) Galilean transformation 
A Galilean transformation to a reference system with a relative 
r→ピニr-Ul1t，
t→t' = t， 
induces a field variation 
ψ → (x')= ψ 
where， 
二 -muIl..r十(m/2)μ2t. 
The Lie derivative is given by 
o01/f(x)二 i"，ni{Xi十iti3;)ψ
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Go(x)=(1/2)2ni {ド(x)(mxi + ito;)ψ(x) 
+( (mxi-itδi)ψ本(x))ψ(x)} 
Gμ)=(i/2)n • r {ψ*(x)δzψ(x)-(あψ*(x))ψ(x) 
-(112m) t2nj {(δzψ*(x) )ゐψ(x)
+(θjψ*(x) )δtψ(x)} -tuniL 
ニn.rl九Oi一tヱη吟jTi口J
The non-local source does not vanish as given by 






As an application of the Galilean transformation we derive a theorem of a center-of-
mass motion. To prove this we put as 
x(t) = f d3 XXiψ*(x)ψ(x)， 
Fi(t) =一(i/2)f d3x {ψ*(x)δzψ(x)一(δgψ*(x))ψ(x)} . 
Note that 
Go{t)= f d3xGO(x) 




If the Lagrangian is Galilei-invariant， Go(t)ニ Goand P(t) = P are constants of motion. This 





We have shown the Noether's theorem for the non-local field with some concrete 
examples. The continuity equations derived in the above examples are same as those 
obtained by a canonical formalism9). 
Although we have treated only the classical field， the formulae above derived are 
easily carried over to a quantized field， and also to the Matubara formalism at a finite 
temperature by a substitution of the real time t by an imaginary oneit. 
It is demonstrated in the examles that the N oether's currents are classified into two 
groups according to the conserving property. (The phase transformation (example 1) and 
the spin-space rotation (example 4) fal into the first group where the non-local interacton 
does not generate the non-local source and the continuity of the N oether's currents holds 
exactly as in the case of the local interaction. On the other hand the space and time 
translation and the rotation (exmples 2，3 and 4) belong to the second group where the 
non-local interaction generates the additional non.local source. However， for the latter 
case it is able to construct an approximately conserving current provided a variation of the 
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fielc1 can be considered to be slow as compared with the scale of a range of the 
in臼raction. This fact provides a basis to derive a hydrodynamic theory for the system 
described bv the non-local field 9，10). 
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